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Abstract- Today, it is normal that people have a smart 

phone. The public uses mobile applications for various 

purposes, which has become a significant part of the E-

business industry. A mobile application will allow you to 

rapidly expand your business. A mobile app will highlight 

your business, and frequent updates help drive customer 

interest in your products. It will also help you save money 

and effort in other kinds of promotion techniques, such as 

advertising in newspapers and billboards. Companies from 

all over the world have begun to migrate to mobile apps. 

To solve the problems, we are going to develop an 

Application for Plastic Industries. One of the main 

advantages of a business mobile application is that it offers 

greater exposure on different mobile devices at a certain 

point in time. This will ensure smooth operation and well-

maintained business performance in the marketplace and 

facilitate the promotion of products (or services).  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

It is normal for people to hold a smartphone in their hand. The 

public uses mobile applications for a variety of purposes, 

which have become an important part of the e-commerce 

industry. Generally, these customers do not pay the total 

amount of the order in one go, they pay in installments. 

Sometimes our customers also ship entire orders in batches. 

So, all the details, work, documents, procedures and records of 

the transactions were recorded in the ledgers and books 

according to the traditional method, resulting in financial loss, 

growth delays, confusion among It is normal for people to 

hold a smartphone in their hand. The public uses mobile 

applications for a variety of purposes, which have become an 

important part of the e-commerce industry. Generally, these 

customers do not pay the total amount of the order in one go, 

records. Developing an app for the plastics industry will allow 

our customers to deploy their operations and processes on an 

Android app. Our customer "Kiran Plastic Industries" 

produces almost all kinds of plastic accessories and products 

such as plastic chairs, stools, bottles, boxes, trays, and booths, 

etc. As such, their customers are mainly retailers, distributors 

and wholesalers, their customers mainly order in bulk 

according to their needs. 

 

Due to all these problems, the business overall was affected 

causing losses and therefore the need for an Android 

application came into play. So according to our client, we will 

develop an Android application to support their business needs 

and to reduce the workload, by eliminating the need for 

physical documents and keeping them in track virtually, which 

will help their customers to order the plastics goods in bulk 

amount. 

 

This android application will be customized or featured 

according to client requirements, in this application only 

selected wholesalers can register. This app will completely 

reduce the burden of managing the business through paper-pen 

method. It will help them to keep all the transaction records 

and orders history digitally in one place. This will ensure 

smooth running and well-maintained business performance in 

the market and will makes it easier to promote the products (or 

services). It will help our client to contact and engage with 

their customers and allows customers to give feedback. 

 

Goals or Objectives:  

 To provide a platform to increase the growth rate of 

business 

 To help this wholesale shop cater bulk buy and end users 

simultaneously. 

 To reduce the burden of client. 

 To efficiently maintain documents. 

 To provide a platform to manage transactions 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

“Consumer online shopping attitudes and behavior”: 

Online shopping conduct (otherwise called web-based 

shopping conduct and Internet purchasing/purchasing conduct) 

alludes to the most common way of purchasing an items or 

administrations on the Internet. The cycle incorporates five 

stages like those associated with customary purchasing 

conduct. Research status on web-based shopping mentalities 

and conduct was explored through the examination of 35 exact 

articles found in nine significant data framework (IS) diaries 

and three significant IS gathering procedures. A scientific 

categorization was created in view of our examination. The 

applied model of internet shopping is introduced and 

examined considering existing experimental investigations. 

Future areas of examination will be talked about [1]. 

 

“Key Factors of Online Customer Satisfaction”: The 

improvement of e-business and heightened contest in internet-
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based climate made e-advertising exercises and particularly 

consumer loyalty a significant piece of these organizations. 

Past examination took the web-based consumer loyalty from 

advertising or according to specialized point of view. Albeit 

these methodologies worked on our arrangement, a system to 

coordinate them is absent from the current writing. In this 

review, the consumer loyalty is viewed as utilizing an 

integrative perspective on these various viewpoints. A study is 

led with 1312 clients of 5 web-based stores. Promoting and 

specialized builds were joined into a Structural Equation 

Modeling (SEM) to get the impact of every factor on 

consumer loyalty. The investigation results show that albeit 

these develops do affect consumer loyalty, not every one of 

the factors of each build have a similar impact. Consequently, 

it is essential to adopt an integrative strategy and work on key 

promoting and specialized factors [2]. 

 

"E-commerce Smartphone Application”: Mobile and web-

based business applications are devices for getting to the 

Internet and for purchasing items and administrations. These 

applications are continually developing because of the great 

pace of mechanical advances being made. This paper gives 

another point of view on the kinds of utilizations that can be 

utilized. It portrays and investigations gadget necessities, gives 

a writing survey of significant parts of cell phones that can 

utilize such applications and the prerequisites of sites intended 

for m-trade. The plan and security parts of cell phones are 

likewise researched. As an option in contrast to existing m-

business applications, this paper likewise researches the 

qualities and capability of the PhoneGap cross-portable stage 

app. The outcomes propose that powerful versatile 

applications truly do exist for different Smartphones, and web 

applications on cell phones ought to be viable [3]. 

 

"E-Shopping involving Mobile Apps and the Emerging 

Consumer in the Digital Age of Retail": This research paper 

expects to give a significant reference to ventures which are 

starting or leading the execution of versatile shopping 

applications, and for specialist’s keen on the mechanical 

advancements later. In this review, an endeavor has been made 

thoughtfully comprehend the confounded romance between 

the associated purchasers in the present computerized age and 

the rise web-based shopping utilizing portable applications. 

The Shopper experiential worthwhile shopping utilizing 

portable applications will be the critical perspective in the 

approaching ten years for the retailers who are wanting to take 

the versatile route. According to an administrative point of 

view, this study intends to furnish retail chiefs with a wide 

theoretical structure to further develop the internet shopping 

encounters of their customers by developing a superior 

ordering. A compelling way for retailers to bridle the force of 

advanced is to make a redid computerized system and 

unmistakable advanced experience that both location and 

relate to the necessities and assumptions for clients [4]. 

 

“Online Shopping through Desktop & Mobile Application: 

A Comparative Study”: Work area and Mobile are the 

dearest companions of individual, and the current examination 

will get the thought free from involving work area and Mobile 

for web-based shopping. It is an inclination that each 

advanced mobile phone has many savvies web-based shopping 

applications, and the greater part of the internet-based clients 

are generally in contact with similar applications. It's an expert 

approach of the changed organizations and the men of 

organizations realize it well that when the man has close by 

choices to put his thought right into it, he won't ever go 

anyplace to get worn out. Lately, many organizations have 

been created various sorts of utilizations to address Shopper 

issues and further develop client support; many "versatile 

shopping application" likewise have been created by web-

based shopping locales to improve the client's exchange 

administrations and functional execution. Of the customers 

who use portable, the 90percent of purchasing conduct is 

impacted by Smartphone shopping (Retail expert, 2011)). 

Numerous shoppers can utilize their telephones to shop. A 

buyer's very own relationship to their cell phone is an extra 

test that expects retailers to make a generally unmistakable 

system to serve this kind of portable situated customer 

(Walsh) [5]. 

 

Plastic-Pay 

Plastic Pay is an Indonesian-based company that manufactures 

plastic goods. The company has an android application for its 

customer. The app is not well optimized due to which the 

loading time of certain features is a lot. The application UI is 

not so easy to understand. Application can't bear the server 

load and shows the problem of lagging [6]. 

 

Plastemart 

Plastemart is an Indian based trading and promotion portal for 

the plastic industry. The company has an android application 

and offers a lot of features. The industry offers manufactures a 

variety of product in various domains like plastic equipment, 

plastic raw material, etc. UI not properly optimized causing 

interface to lag [7]. 

 

 

Niruplastics india 

Niru Plastic Pvt. Ltd is a manufacturing and supplying 

industry which have various production for various types of 

industries like Automotive, electrical, Wire harness 

components, capacitor, and switch industries. This industry 

has an android app for its customer who does not provide 

order history details. The app does not properly specify the 

product catalog in for the customers. The app is not properly 

optimized for public usage as it takes time for reflecting the 

transaction and order details into the customer interface [8]. 
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Plastics Worlds Website 

Plastic world is a Nagpur based plastic wholesaler which deals 

with all the plastic products that are needed by anyone to 

complete their daily routine tasks. They deal with products 

like plastic mops, brooms, scrubbers, gloves, etc. This 

wholesaler has a website showcasing limited products with the 

facility to request for a quotation. There is no android 

application for client. No segregation like shop by brand or 

need [9]. 

 

S P Plastics Website 

S P Plastic is an Ahmedabad based industry which produces 

and sells variety of plastic products like cooling fans, covers, 

thermal boxes, winding protectors and caps, water strainers, 

plastic impellers for water pumps. This has its own website 

which provides basic details and products that the industry 

manufactures and sells. This industry does not sell its products 

on its own website but on a 3rd party platform known as 

“India Mart” [10]. 

 

Maniar Injectoplast 

Maniar Injectoplast is a Mumbai-based certified manufacturer 

& Exporter of customized precision plastic parts and goods. 

They have a website that provides basic details about the 

products that the industry manufactures and sells. This 

industry does not sell its products on its website, but a 3rd 

party platform known as “kompass”. There is no android 

application for a client. No segregation like shop by brand or 

need [11]. 

 

Real Time Survey:  

As per the discussion with the client, the client needs to 

Automate their business processes which can be done by 

providing a platform such as an android application. The 

discussion included points related to the features that will be 

given by the app to give the customer satisfaction. Points 

discussed with the client were completely based on the UI that 

the app will provide, the need to show the order history and 

transaction details into the same app, also the need to provide 

the ability to the customer to change the existing personal and 

payment details. 

 

III.PROPOSED WORK 

A. Flow of the System: 

In underneath figure 1, the client will initially need to sign in 

or register to add the ideal things into their truck to get them. 

From the home segment, the client can get to their profile, 

item index, and add the things into their truck for additional 

cycles. The clients can change their subtleties by going into 

the profile area. In the wake of adding things into the truck, 

the client can erase/add the things and checkout after which 

they will be provoked to choose their location lastly pick the 

installment strategy which will affirm their order. 

. 

 
Fig 1: Flowchart for the Proposed Work 

 

B. Functional Modules: 

In the below figure 2, the System Architecture is represented, 

the whole system is divided into two modules: 

1. Customer Module 

2. Admin Module 

 
Fig 2: System Architecture 
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i) Customer module. 

This module mainly consists of the interface that the customer 

will be able to view and interact with. This module will enable 

the customer to view the products, add them to the carts, and 

book them. They will be able to view their profile details and 

edit them according to their needs. 

 

ii) Admin Module. 

This module will be the interface for the admin. This will let 

the admin accept/reject the placed orders according to the 

situation. The admin will be able to make changes to the 

product catalogue like adding an item, updating the prices of 

items, or removing an item that will be ultimately visible to 

the customer. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This Survey helps in developing an Application for Kiran 

Plastics Industry, which will help their customers to order the 

plastics goods in bulk amount. From these surveys, we found 

that there are many apps in the market for E-commerce with 

their pros and cons, which will help us to make a better 

application for the user. This app will completely reduce the 

burden of managing the business through the paper-pen 

method. This will help them keep all transaction records and 

order history digitally together. 
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